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rowena gonzales (above right) and photos of an apartment in soho designed by liquid interiors

Liquid interiors

“when i first came to Hong Kong,” Rowena 
Gonzales remembers, “I was doing a lot of luxury 
retail, a lot of luxury hotels, and to me it felt quite 
soulless. I wanted to have more meaning in my 
work. I was left asking myself, ‘how can I use my 
creativity in a way that’s meaningful?’”

That thought led Gonzales to found Liquid 
Interiors, an interior-design firm that allows 
her to explore her interest in environmentalism 
and wellness. “We have an eco-well philosophy,” 
Gonzales explains. “I really wanted to know that I 
was doing something good for the environment – 
and then over the past two years interest in health 
and wellness has been huge. Our philosophy is to 
marry the two together.” 

So if Liquid is analysing something like the 
water usage of a house, the team will examine 
both water savings (to ensure environmental 
friendliness) and water quality (for the health 
of the residents). “When I first started Liquid 
Interiors, people didn’t even understand what 
the term sustainability was,” Gonzales says. 
“Then the green movement came and people 
were becoming more aware. But now we have 
people coming to us saying, ‘I have asthma,’ or, 
‘I’m sensitive to air quality and I want my home to 
be an eco home.’ People are understanding more 
how design impacts them.”

Liquid has worked on everything from offices 
in Central and bachelor pads on Hollywood Road 

to mansions in Clearwater Bay, all 
of which feature bright, daylight-
flooded spaces and plenty of 
sustainable materials sourced from 
around Hong Kong and southern 
China. “Sometimes you can find 
really good, environmentally-
friendly-certified materials from 
Europe, but does that really make it 
eco-friendly, if it has to travel from 
so far away?” Gonzales wonders. 
But it may also be worth asking: 
when the end result is this good 
anyway, why would you bother? 

culture design 

Hong Kong’s own designers are starting to give international studios a run for 
their money. oliver giles meets three stars of the scene
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the private dining room at the ocean and (below) max dautresme. opposite: a semi-private dining room at the ocean 
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substance

Max Dautresme, co-founder of the design studio 
Substance, spent his childhood travelling the 
world. “When you’re a child you’re a sponge 
and you discover new flavours, new scents, new 
atmospheres all the time,” Dautresme muses. 
“But now when I have to stay somewhere for a 
long time, I can have a hard time doing it.” 

After spending his adult life hopping between 
cities (he’s previously worked in Paris, Miami and 
Shanghai, to name a few), Dautresme has now 
been in Hong Kong for six years and chosen the 
city as a base for Substance. The studio handles 
everything from branding to website design to 
interiors, and has worked for clients including 
the Financial Times, Black Sheep Restaurants 
and Mandarin Oriental. 

One of Substance’s most recent projects is 
The Ocean, a restaurant owned by Le Comptoir 
Group that’s perched on Repulse Bay Beach. “The 
brief for The Ocean was to build something that 
would embrace its location,” Dautresme explains. 
“The actual environment around Repulse Bay is 

spectacular, with the mountain and 
the beach. And so we studied the 
ocean; the ocean as it is there and 
the ocean in general. And from the 
brand identity to the furniture, it’s 
all about inspiration found in the 
sea, whether it’s the rhythm of the 
tides, the water itself or the species 
found on the floor of the ocean. So, 
for example, the chairs are inspired 
by coral reefs – they’re made of 
woven rattan. 

“The restaurant is very long and we put in  
glass walls, so that the space was directly 
connected to the ocean. And this is quite abstract, 
but as night comes and the lights go down,  
it feels like you’re going deeper into the ocean. 
And the private room, with the jellyfish aquarium 
and dimmed lights, is like a completely immersive 
deep-sea experience. With the lighting generally, 
we considered those surface fishing floats 
that fishermen use when they fish at night  
and those deep-sea fishes that have their  
own lanterns.”

Now that The Ocean is complete, 
Substance has plenty of other 
projects in the pipeline. The team 
is working on the rebranding and 
redesign of The Fleming hotel in 
Wanchai, the brand identity of The 
Mills – a fashion museum being 
launched by the Nan Fung Group 
– and is designing its first private 
home. “The other projects are quite 
confidential,” Dautresme says, “so 
you’ll have to wait and see.” 
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from left: darlie lau; dax table; puffs lamps

culture design

darLieLau studio

Hongkonger Darlie Lau found his 
true calling after stumbling upon 
creations by one of the stars of the 
design world. “I saw a work made of 
scrap metal by Tom Dixon and was 
quite struck by it,” Lau remembers. 
“It was a handcrafted object with 
beautiful detailing.” 

But unlike Dixon, who waited 
decades before setting up his 
own brand, Lau founded his own 
eponymous design studio soon 
after leaving university. “I left design 
school in 2013 and really got myself 
going by 2014,” Lau explains. “I lost 
money on a lot of things but knew 
I had to go through with it. I was 
dedicated and I never had another 
job, so I had to make it work. It was a 
rough ride and the thought of being 
back there still drives me.”  

Lau stuck at it and was soon generating buzz 
with products such as the Carousel Stool, which 
was inspired by children’s play, and the DAX 
Table, which is a 3D interpretation of the rise 
and fall of the German stock market (which in 
finance is referred to as the DAX). The studio 
now produces furniture, lighting and quirky, 
innovative products such as an environmentally 
friendly barbecue fuel box. For his work, Lau has 
picked up awards including the Young Swedish 
Design award, a Green Product award and an A’ 
Design award, among others. 

Despite studying in Hong Kong 
and starting his company here, 
Lau is now predominantly based in 
Berlin. “I was finding inspiration in 
Berlin’s experimental climate and 
chose to move my business there,” 
Lau says. “It’s very different from 
Hong Kong. Berlin offers plenty 
of artistic freedom, extraordinary 
exhibit spaces, a relatively low 
cost of living and rents, and global 
networks.” 


